Horizon Europe Global Challenges Training Seminars

This seminar series is your survival guide to the Global Challenges set in Horizon Europe. It runs from early June 2023 to January 2024

Seminar 1  The HEU’s Global Challenges Work Programmes and how to transform a Call topic to a Project idea

Thursday 8 June 2023, 2.00-3.30 pm

First, the seminar provides a solid overview of this grant map and participants will understand how to identify a relevant call topic in a work programme. Second, The seminar provides an analytical understanding of the relationship between the political and scientific parts of the call topic, including the EU’s cross-cutting requirements such as the integration of Social Sciences and Humanities, health, or data management. This is crucial for researchers to position themselves in a consortium, or to create one

Register [here](#) by Monday 5 June 2023

Seminar 2  Feed the reviewer I – Excellence

November 2023, 2 hours

To write a successful proposal that convinces reviewers, applicants need to master the terminology of the proposal template, and this seminar focuses on Excellence. It includes key EU priority issues such as gender, open science, data management, IPR, and ethics. The seminar will be held as a workshop that focus on the proposal writing. You will receive feedback on your draft and essential elements from proposal drafts of the participants will be discussed.

Exact date and time will be decided together with the participants

Contact Svend Binnerup (svbi@au.dk) for more information and registration.

Seminar 3  Feed the Reviewer II – Impact

January 2024, 2 hours

This seminar provides participants with an understanding of the logic of the Impact-section, and how to integrate key elements such as expected results, dissemination, exploitation and communication measures, and outcomes. The seminar will be held as a workshop that focus on the proposal writing. You will receive feedback on your draft and essential elements from proposal drafts of the participants will be discussed.

Exact date and time will be decided together with the participants

Contact Svend Binnerup (svbi@au.dk) for more information and registration.
Seminar 4  **Feed the Reviewer III – Implementation**

January 2024, 2 hours

This seminar focuses on what a competitive Implementation-section should look like, including resources and budgeting.

The seminar will be held as a workshop that focus on the proposal writing. You will receive feedback on your draft and essential elements from proposal drafts of the participants will be discussed.

Exact date and time will be decided together with the participants

Contact Svend Binnerup (svbi@au.dk) for more information and registration.